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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this work was to improve the understanding of a tsunami related process of the 
behaviour of an unstable saltwater plume overlying fresh groundwater in the saturated zone of an 
aquifer using an intermediate-scale experimental set up in a laboratory. Dense saltwater plume 
behaviour was investigated mainly as a function of rate of application, duration of the 
application, and fresh water flux after the salt water flux (tsunami), imitating rainfall after the 
tsunami. Free convection, micro-scale heterogeneity and local density differences resulted in the 
onset of gravitational instabilities. They are manifested by lobe-shaped fingers that first grow 
along the bottom of the plume and later within the plume. The freshwater flux immediately 
following the saltwater input does not appear to affect the timing of migration of the saltwater 
plume significantly. As in previous studies, the bottom of the saltwater plume exhibited 
significant fingering. However no such instabilities were observed in the interface between 
saltwater and freshwater. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Tsunami which occurred on December 26th, 2004, caused extensive contamination of coastal 
aquifers in Sri Lanka by salt water infiltration. This situation could result in an unstable density-
dependent contamination problem with a denser fluid (sea water) on top of a less dense fluid 
(fresh groundwater). This resulted in hydraulically driven forced convection and buoyancy 
driven free convection in the aquifer. Both of these phenomena contributed to mixing and 
migration of saltwater. In addition, free convection results in gravitational instabilities within the 
saturated zone of the aquifer system. Since the system is attempting to return to stable condition 
through mixing, there is a potential to contaminate larger regions (Oostrom et al. 1992). 
Consequently, it is important to study the variable density flow and transport processes 
associated with groundwater contamination by the tsunami.  
 
Extensive experimental work has been carried out by Schincariol and Schwartz (1990), Oostrom 
et al. (1992), Hayworth (1993) and Simmons et al. (2002). Schincariol and Schwartz (1990) 
showed that a density difference as low as 0.0008 g/cm3 produce gravitational instabilities. 
Oostrom et al., (1992) and Hayworth (1993) stated that the relative density difference, the 
horizontal Darcy flux, the leachate leakage rate, and the hydraulic conductivity of the medium 
have an influence on plume stability. However, they did not test the effect of dispersion on 
plume stability. Simmons et al. (2002) carried out experiments to observe the variable-density 
free convective flow processes under static water table conditions without any ambient flow. 
They found that instabilities do not grow in the unsaturated zone and that density plays a critical 
role in determining the place of origin of the instabilities. Hogan (2006) performed different 
types of experiments which reflect various kinds of saltwater contamination events by the 
tsunami. The objective of our work was to improve the understanding of the behaviour of the salt 
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water plume associated with the tsunami using visual observations from a physical experimental 
set up. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Five different salt water application configurations were investigated in the flow tank with 
homogeneous packing, by changing the rate of application, duration of the application zone on 
the ground surface, and fresh water flux after the salt water flux, imitating rainfall after the 
tsunami. Saltwater used for the experiment had an Electrical Conductivity value of 56 mS/cm 
and a density of ~1025g/cm3. The experiments were performed using pre-sieved sand which can 
be identified by the effective sieve sizes (# 30 and # 70) from Unimin Corp., Emmett, Idaho, 
USA. Details of the experimental set ups are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. The flow container, 
with dimensions of 480x5x120 cm, was constructed with Plexiglas for visualization of the dyed 
contaminant plume. The hydraulic conductivity of the sand type 30 was obtained using two 
separate techniques; 1) Ex-situ measurement using constant head set up and 2) in-situ 
measurement of flow though the flow container using a known head difference. A non-intrusive 
photographic measurement technique and ECH2O-TE conductivity sensors were used to 
understand the plume behaviour and migration. 
 
Table 1. Homogeneous experimental setup 

Exp. 
# 

Flux rate 
(RPM) 

Flux length 
(m) 

Volumetric 
Flux (m/min) 

Flux time 
(hrs) 

Hydraulic 
head (m) 

Fresh water 
flux 

Time 
(hrs) 

1 300 2.80 2.4 x 10-3 2.0 0.057   
2 300 2.80 2.4 x 10-3 2.0 0.085   
3 300 2.80 2.4 x 10-3 1.0 0.085   
4 400 2.80 3.2 x 10-3 1.0 0.085   
5 300 2.80 2.4 x 10-3 1.0 0.085 √ 1.0 

Note: The difference between Experiment 3 and 5 was the application of freshwater after 
saltwater representing rainfall after the tsunami in experiment 5 
 

 
Figure 1. Physical experimental set up for homogeneous experiments. (1) Inflow head chamber,  
(2) Water storage tank, (3) Gravel pack, (4) Homogeneous porous media, (5) Outflow head chamber,  
(6) Waste water storage, (7) Salt water container, (8) Peristaltic pump, (9) Salt water injection system and 
(10) Conductivity sensors. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Only three experiments (exp. 3, 4 and 5) will be discussed in this paper. As expected, the 
tendency for the plume to move faster increases as the hydraulic gradient increases (exp 1 and 2). 
In all the experiments, immediately after the dense salt water entered the saturated zone, large 
lobes of saltwater started to form (Figure 2) but they were observed to be quite stable. However, 
right after the salt water application stopped, small gravitational instabilities (fingering) took 
place in the aquifer system. The digitized pictures showed (Figure 2) that the rapid and relatively 
steep penetration of the dense water plumes into the porous media.  
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Figure 2. Digitized pictures of plume outline for homogeneous experiment 3 (left) and 5 (right) showing 
the behavioural difference due to displacement of saltwater plume (light color) by neutral plume (dark 
color) 
 
The breakthrough curves (not shown) further illustrate the random and oscillatory nature of the 
unstable plume. This is consistent with visualization results. As observed by Wooding (1969), 
the development of gravitational instabilities is characterised by rapid and intense fingering to 
begin with, which gradually results in the coalescence and vertical development of fewer larger 
fingers with time.  Increase of salt water flux (QL) by 25% is tested in the exp. 3 and 4 which 
showed a flushing time difference of about 5 hours. Exp. 5 was set up to observe the dense salt 
water plume movement when it is displaced by a neutral plume. Figure 2 shows the sequence of 
plume movement. The dense salt water plume was with interfacial instabilities while the neutral 
plume showed very stable interfaces in that the interface between the two plumes was sharp. 
Although the application of freshwater pushed the saltwater plume down faster than in the exp. 
3, the total duration of plume movement did not show much of a difference. However, 
introduction of freshwater into the system reduced the time of the presence of gravitational 
instabilities in the system.  
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With the development of the plume, lobe shaped ‘packets’ appeared to form along the bottom 
boundary of the plume, gradually becoming more pronounced with time and sometimes 
detaching from the main body of the plume. This plume behaviour appeared to be completely 
random, highly unstable and varying with time. Although the lobes were observed on the other 
side of the flow container, the position, shape and time of appearance of the instabilities of plume 
were found to be different. This indicates the plume was three dimensional as also observed by 
Oostrom et al., (1992). As the experiment continued, the plume reaching the bottom of the tank 
and moved towards the flow tank boundary in the form of a mixed, well shaped plume without 
any gravitational instabilities or lobe shaped features. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Under fully saturated conditions in a homogeneous porous media a dense saltwater plume 
created by a phenomenon such as a tsunami lead to gravitational instabilities. However, the 
neutral plume exhibited a stable behaviour. Based on these findings it can be concluded that pore 
scale heterogeneities, local density differences between contaminated and ambient water and 
dominancy of free convection serve as perturbations to generate gravitational instabilities. A 
more quantitative analysis of the stability criteria, numerical modeling and the effect of 
heterogeneity required for further elucidation of the behaviour of density driven unstable plume 
resulting from tsunami like flooding event are in progress. 
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